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Just as fairy-tale magic can transform a loved one into a swan, the contributors to this book have
transformed traditional fairy tales and legends into stories that are completely original, yet still
tantalizingly familiarIn the follow-up to A Wolf at the Door, thirteen renowned authors come
together with a selection of new and surprising adaptations of the fairy tales we think we know
so well. These fresh takes on classic tales will show you sides of each story you never dreamed
of.

UnknownThe McElderry Book of Mother Goose:Revered and Rare RhymesPublishers Weekly,
July 16, 2012, *STARThe McElderry Bookof Mother Goose: Revered and Rare RhymesMother
Goose’s Little Misfortunes (rev. 11/90) has there been such a delightfully idiosyncratic selection.
Drawn mostly from the canonical Opies (see “Sources”), Mathers’s fifty-seven entries include
many lesser-known or longer rhymes (some “sad and scary”), all nicely leavened with such
familiar nonsense as “Hey Diddle Diddle.” Here are puzzles (“I Saw a Fishpond All on Fire”);
tongue twisters and verbal nonsense (“The Great Panjandrum”); stories tragic (“poor babes in
the wood”) and comic (a peddler sells a woman “the piece he’d purloined” from her own
petticoat). Several are lyrical (“seventeen times as high as the moon”) or mysterious (“tell my
mother I shall never come back”). Vocabulary is unstinted (counting down “Ten Little Penguins”:
“One got in chancery”). The delicate wit of Mathers’s watercolors and the generous spaces
where her characters appear enable creative interpretation—Cock Robin’s funeral is a
cooperative venture amongst the birds; Hector Protector, “dressed all in green,” is green himself:
he’s a frog. Dr. Fell’s disgruntled patient, a dog, has a bandaged foot and a plastic Elizabethan
collar. Mathers’s expressive figures, in many moods, are effectively counterpointed by touches of
dramatic, or pensive, landscape. Pair this with the Opie/Sendak I Saw Esau (rev. 9/92) for a feast
of traditional rhymes.--The Horn Book, Nov/Dec 2012, *STARAbout the AuthorPetra Mathers is
the author and illustrator of many children’s books, including her beloved Lottie series. Lottie’s
New Beach Towel was Book of the Year for Parenting Magazine, and Lottie’s New Friend was
named a New York Times Best Illustrated Book and won the Silver Medal from the New York
Society of Illustrators. She lives in Astoria, Oregon.From School Library JournalPreS-Gr 3-These
57 rhymes offer children a new and fresh perspective on the familiar world of Mother Goose.
Although there are countless collections in print that offer lesser-known poems and rhymes,
such as Jackie Morris's The Cat and the Fiddle (Frances Lincoln, 2011), this one stands out
because of its format and artwork. The watercolor illustrations on every page are visually
stunning, and they add either appropriate humor or darkness. Among the well-known rhymes are
standards like "Hey Diddle Diddle" and "Hickory, Dickory, Dock," while the more obscure poems
include "Hinx, Minx, the Old Witch Winks" and "From Wibbleton to Wobbleton." There is no table



of contents, but there is a helpful index. A "Dear Reader" afterword explains why Mathers chose
the poems she did. She notes that much of Mother Goose is based on true events, and that "sad
things happened alongside happy ones," thereby underscoring the importance of showing
young readers realistic scenes from life as well as fantastical ones. A gem for any collection.-Rita
Meade, Brooklyn Public Library, NYα(c) Copyright 2011. Library Journals LLC, a wholly owned
subsidiary of Media Source, Inc. No redistribution permitted. --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.Read more
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New Twists on Old ClassicsJust as fairy-tale magic can transform a loved one into a swan, the
contributors to this book have transformed traditional fairy tales and legends into stories that are
completely original, yet still tantalizingly familiar.The stories include a Rapunzel whose most
confining prison is her loneliness; a contemporary rendering of the Green Man myth; two
different versions of Red Riding Hood; a tale that grew out of a Celtic folk song; Sleeping
Beauty’s experience of her enchantment; two works inspired by the Arabian Nights; and
more.FAIRY TALES RETOLD BYBruce Coville • Gregory Frost • Neil Gaiman • Nina Kiriki
HoffmanKathe Koja • Tanith Lee • Lois Metzger • Christopher Rowe • Will ShetterlyMidori
Snyder • Katherine Vaz • Jane Yolen • Pat York“There’s something for everyone in this
anthology. . . .”—School Library Journal“Great stuff, as always when Datlow and Windling are at
the helm.”—Faren Miller, LocusRead the companion collection. ALADDIN PAPERBACKSSimon
& Schuster, New YorkCover illustration © 2003 by Kamil VojnarCover designed by Russell
GordenAges 8–12

SIMON & SCHUSTER BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS An imprint of Simon & Schuster
Children’s Publishing Division 1230 Avenue of the Americas New York, New York 10020This
book is a work of fiction. Any references to historical events, real people, or real locales are used
fictitiously. Other names, characters, places, and incidents are products of the author’s
imagination, and any resemblance to actual events or locales or persons, living or dead, is
entirely coincidental.Copyright © 2003 by Ellen Datlow and Terri Windling Introduction copyright
© 2003 by Terri Windling “Greenkid” copyright © 2003 by Jane Yolen “Golden Fur” copyright ©
2003 by Midori Snyder “Chambers of the Heart” copyright © 2003 by Nina Kiriki Hoffman “Little
Red and the Big Bad” copyright © 2003 by Will Shetterly “The Fish’s Story” copyright © 2003 by
Pat York “The Children of Tilford Fortune” copyright © 2003 by Christopher Rowe “The Girl in the
Attic” copyright © 2003 by Lois Metzger “The Harp That Sang” copyright © 2003 by Gregory
Frost “ A Life in Miniature” copyright © 2003 by Bruce Coville “Lupe” copyright © 2003 by Kathe
Koja “Awake” copyright © 2003 by Tanith Lee “Inventing Aladdin” © 2003 by Neil Gaiman “My
Swan Sister” © 2003 by Katherine VazAll rights reserved, including the right of reproduction in
whole or in part in any form.SIMON & SCHUSTER BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS is a
trademark of Simon & Schuster.

This book is dedicated to Heidi Anne Heiner—librarian, fairy tale lover, and creatorof the
SurLaLune Fairy Tale Pages Web site.And to all the librarianswho keep young readers supplied
with magic.

ContentsIntroduction by Terri Windling and Ellen DatlowChapter 1: Greenkid by Jane
YolenChapter 2: Golden Fur by Midori SnyderChapter 3: Chambers of the Heart by Nina Kiriki
HoffmanChapter 4: Little Red and the Big Bad by Will ShetterlyChapter 5: The Fish’s Story by
Pat YorkChapter 6: The Children of Tilford Fortune by Christopher RoweChapter 7: The Girl in



the Attic by Lois MetzgerChapter 8: The Harp That Sang by Gregory FrostChapter 9: A Life in
Miniature by Bruce CovilleChapter 10: Lupe by Kathe KojaChapter 11: Awake by Tanith
LeeChapter 12: Inventing Aladdin by Neil GaimanChapter 13: My Swan Sister by Katherine Vaz

INTRODUCTIONBY TERRI WINDLING AND ELLEN DATLOWWhen we were kids, we were told
that fairy tales were only for little children—which implies, of course, that we’d lose our interest
as we grew up. But we kept on reading fairy tales year after year, and they were just as wonderful
as ever. Was there something wrong with us, we wondered, that we were so enchanted by
nursery stories? And why, we wondered, were fairy tales considered suitable for little children
anyway? Some of the stories we read in the Brothers Grimm volumes seemed grim indeed!
There were queens who danced to death in red-hot shoes, wicked witches burned up in ovens,
ghostly children weeping blood red tears, and wolves lurking in Granny’s nightclothes.Eventually
we learned that in previous centuries fairy tales weren’t considered children’s stories—back
then, they were told to everyone, young and old alike. But in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries, certain book editors, as well as the Walt Disney Studios, took hold of fairy tales and
changed them. They turned harrowing, suspenseful stories into sweet and simple tales full of
frolicking bluebirds, giggling mice, square-jawed heroes, and dumb-blonde princesses. In these
new versions of fairy tales the Good were always unambiguously Good, and they always
triumphed over Evil. Real life, however, is more complex than that. The old fairy tales were more
complex than that too. Underneath their fanciful trappings, the old tales had a lot to say about
human nature: about cruelty, vanity, greed, despair—and about the “magic” that overcomes
them: kindness, compassion, generosity, faith, persistence, and courage.Back in the
seventeenth-century France there was a group of writers in Paris who loved those older,
complex stories. And so they made it into a game, as they sat together in their elegant salons, to
retell traditional fairy tales in clever, interesting new ways. In fact, some of the tales we love best
today are versions first told in French salons, such as Charles Perrault’s “Cinderella,” complete
with fairy godmother and rats turned into coachmen. Sometimes two writers would choose the
same tale, and each would rewrite it in his or her own way—and then the other salonnières
would decide who’d done it best. Today, three hundred years later, many of us still love playing
this game—trying to discover fresh new ways to retell beloved old stories.The authors in this
book are also people who never outgrew their childhood love of fairy tales—as adults, they’re
still reading magical stories, and writing them too. For this collection (the sequel to our previous
book A Wolf at the Door), we asked writers to send us brand-new stories based on older tales—
fairy tales, folklore, legends, and even old folk ballads. You’ll find new versions of “Bluebeard,”
“Rapunzel,” “The Fisherman’s Wife,” “Tom Thumb,” “Sleeping Beauty,” and “The Seven Swans;”
as well as two works based on The Arabian Nights; two different versions of “Red Riding Hood;”
a story inspired by “Greenman” legends; and one Celtic folk song. Each of these authors has
taken traditional material and fashioned it into something of his or her own—just as those French
writers did in Paris three hundred years ago.Who knows? Maybe three hundred years from now



groups of writers will still be telling these stories. We hope so. Because there will always be
readers who don’t outgrow their love of magic.If you’d like to know more about fairy tales, here
are three good collections of them: Spells of Enchantment edited by Jack Zipes, The Classic
Fairy Tales edited by Maria Tatar, and Favorite Folktales from Around the World edited by Jane
Yolen. If you’re looking for strong female heroes, try Not One Damsel in Distress: World Folktales
for Strong Girls edited by Jane Yolen, The Serpent Slayer and Other Stories of Strong Women
adapted by Katrin Tchana and illustrated by Trina Schart Hyman, and Strange Things
Sometimes Still Happen edited by Angela Carter. A fascinating book about fairy tales is Touch
Magic: Fantasy, Faerie and Folklore in the Literature of Childhood by Jane Yolen. On the Internet,
try these Web sites: The SurLaLune Fairy Tale Pages () and The Endicott Studio of Mythic Arts
().

GREENKIDBY JANE YOLENWe were sitting under a rowan with Dad’s field glasses, Merendy
and me. I was instructing her in the finer points of bird watching, which meant I was trying not to
give either of us warbler neck. That’s what comes when you stare up into the trees too long
trying to distinguish one kind of fall warbler from another.The woods had been exceptionally
quiet for such a lovely September day. Hardly any movement in the canopy or underbrush, and it
wasn’t even noon, when things usually quiet down.Above us, seen through the overlacing of tree
limbs and leaves, was a slate blue sky, with clouds as flat and gray as aircraft carriers racing
across.D-Day, I thought. Or at least I hoped. Landings ahead. I was thinking of Merendy, of
course. Not expecting much. To be truthful, not actually knowing what to expect. My heart was
hammering, though, which might have been what was scaring away the birds. Look out, birds,
boy falling in love here! it was calling.That’s a joke. Really.“Something moved. Over there.”
Merendy pointed one gorgeous pinkie in the direction of a tangle of bramble and witch hazel,
because I had warned her about large movements and frightening the birds.“Where?” I
whispered. Whispering was important, and not just to keep from scaring the warblers off. I had
just turned fourteen, and my voice—a late bloomer like the rest of me—had started to squeak at
irregular intervals. It’s hard enough to impress a girl who’s just moved into the neighborhood if
you’re an eighth grader and she’s in ninth, worse with a voice that sounds as if a good dose of 3
in 1 oil is not only necessary but past due. And I had to impress her fast. School started in a
week, and after that someone that beautiful was going to be off-limits for the likes of me. She
was high school material for sure.“There,” she whispered.I didn’t see anything where Merendy
was pointing, but in our woods—deep and entwined—that doesn’t mean anything. To see in the
woods—to really see—takes a “long patience,” which is how my biology teacher says a man
named Buffon defined genius.I’m not a genius in any other way, but in matters of the woods I do
have a particular patient flair. To my certain knowledge we have foxes and raccoons, turkeys and
deer, coyotes and an occasional bear.I didn’t know if Merendy had ever seen any of those
before. She’s from some kingdom or other in the east of Scotland, I think. Her father teaches at
the university. He always stays in his study when I visit, calling out orders in a strange, strained



language I don’t understand. Merendy and her mother speak the same quick, consonant-filled
tongue to one another, but a pleasantly accented and very formal English to me.Since there are
only the two houses on our little mountain and school hadn’t yet started, I had Merendy all to
myself. I wasn’t going to ruin it with my squeaky voice.“There,” Merendy said again without a bit
of annoyance in her voice.This time I saw the movement too. I put my finger to my lips.“Hush,” I
whispered.She giggled, a sound like water over stone. And then she was still.The forest seemed
to breathe around us, a fresh woody odor. A ribbon of mist wound gently through the trees,
making the sharper edges melt away.I glanced at Merendy’s profile, her straight nose, the slight
pursing of her untinted lips, that glorious fall of white-gold hair. Then I looked back where the
movement had been.There! A slight tremble in a branch, but low down, so I didn’t have to worry
about bear.Then the brambles and witch hazel parted, and—to my horror and surprise—a child
toddled out onto the grass. A boy child.Quite definitely a boy child.I could tell because he was
totally naked.“Do not look!” Merendy cried out. It was not a cry of embarrassment but fear.I
stood. “Don’t be silly,” I said. “We have to get him back to the house. He must be freezing. And
lost. And . . .”She stood too, her back to the toddler. She stared at me with wide lake-blue eyes.
“He is a Jack o’ the Green, a trickster and a villain. We must leave this place. Now! While we still
have the time.”“Are you out of your mind?” I told her, my voice cracking badly on the last word.
“He’s a baby.”But I spoke to her back, for she had already run off toward her house, that glorious
white-gold hair like a wave across her shoulders.I turned around to the little boy. “You sure better
be worth it,” I said, guessing that was the last I would see of Merendy except, perhaps, at the bus
stop or across a crowded school cafeteria, or encircled by an admiring football team. I took five
steps over to him and lifted him into my arms.He stared at me, his eyes the light green of peeled
grapes. Then he laughed, his little gums the same grape green.Jack o’ the Green Merendy had
called him, whatever that meant.Well, he was certainly a kind of green. Which definitely tipped
the odd meter.

Swan Sister Dallas Cowboys

A Wolf at the Door: and Other Retold Fairy Tales, The Beastly Bride: Tales of the Animal People,
The Coyote Road (The World of Riverside), The Faery Reel: Tales from the Twilight Realm
(Mythic Anthologies)



Rejoice!, “Highly Recommended!. I love this book. It really took me away completely. I became
absorbed in the stories. I've always been a fairy tale afficando. This is stellar, spectacular, and
truly a joy to read.  Highly Recommend!”

cmp, “Five Stars. Love the stories in this book.  Great Read!”

Meredith L. Burton, “A Wonderfully Diverse Collection of Tales. I have always been fascinated by
the beauty of fairy tales. Dark, mysterious and entertaining, fairy tales take us all on
unforgettable journeys of self-discovery and joy. This collection of retold fairy tales is filled with
wonderful stories that are as varied as they are entertaining. My favorite stories in the collection
are as follows:1. "Golden Fur": An adventure story told in a poetic style about a young man
embarking upon a perilous quest. He receives assistance from a golden-furred little creature
who is more than she seems.2. "Chambers of the Heart": A retelling of the tale of "Bluebeard,"
this dark yet poignant tale illustrates how, even when innocence is lost, survival is imperative.
Delve into the dark recesses of the heart, and you will face your greatest test. The story is
beautifully rendered and told from the perspective of one of Bluebeard's wives.3. "The Harp that
Sang": Haunting and chilling, this is the story based upon a folk ballad about murder, guilt, and
retribution. Justice must prevail.4. "The Girl in the Attic": A refreshing retelling of "Rapunzel," in
which our greatest enemies may be our own fears and insecurities. Set in modern times, the
story relates how a young girl must come to terms with her loneliness and break down the
barriers of silence that imprison her.5. "My Swan Sister": Beautiful and moving, this story
explores the themes of life's fragility and a person's love. A young girl knits a jacket for her baby
sister who is a premature infant. This story moved me to tears.These tales are only a sampling
of the delights that await you in this marvelous collection. Please give it a chance. Happy
reading, and God bless you all.”

Portianay, “Really Enjoyed The Twist On The Old.... ... and the fesh take each author brought to
familiar tales. Definite appeal for the right age group--perhaps eleven and up--and probably
more for girls than boys, though boys would enjoy it if they would give it a chance! (Hate to be
stereotypical, but my experience is that it is the rare male child who will pick up fairy tales,
more's the pity.)”

Holly Black, “A Gorgeous Collection of Stories. This book is a gorgeous collection of stories,
each at once familiarand strange. From the slick prose and grungy setting of Shetterly's"Little
Red and the Big Bad" to the opulence of Snyder's "Golden Fur,"to Hoffman's haunting
"Chambers of the Heart," these reinvented fairytales are crafted to whisper on even after you've
closed the book.”



Beth S., “seems light, but is haunting. Several months after reading this collection, the final story,
"My Swan Sister," continues to pop up in my mind in strange ways. "Greenkid" as well. I enjoyed
the entire collection and would recommend it to fairytale-loving kids and adults.”

The book by Ellen Datlow has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 9 people have provided feedback.
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